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Be Very Afraid: “We the People” of the United
States and it’s United Kingdom lapdog
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For those who thought it was only nations “far away of which we know nothing” which the
Obama, Clinton and Bush regimes,  Tony Blair  in  Britain and his  declared “heir”  David
Cameron destroyed – in the guise of bringing them the now dreaded “freedom, liberation
and democracy” – this political cartoon is a wake up call for “We the people” of the United
States and it’s United Kingdom lapdog.

Be very afraid.

(Felicity Arbuthnot)

The ultimate objective is to subdue the citizens, totally depoliticize social life in America,
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prevent people from thinking and conceptualizing, from analyzing facts and challenging the
legitimacy of the inquisitorial social order which rules America.

The Big Lie becomes the Truth. Realities are turned upside down.

War becomes peace, a worthwhile “humanitarian undertaking”,

Peaceful dissent becomes heresy.

Acceptance of poverty, social inequality and the police state for “the good of mankind” is
the consensus. “The American people have spoken”.

The objective is to create an atmosphere of fear and insecurity, with a view to upholding the
New World Order.

And that is only beginning.

What  happens  under  the  Trade  Pacific  Partnership  (TPP)  and  The  Transatlantic  Trade  and
Investment Partnership (TTIP)?

(Michel Chossudovsky)
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